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It is with great enthusiasm that I write to 
you again during what promises to be a 
very exciting semester for SAFL. By far 
the most significant recent development 
is NSF’s decision to renew NCED funding 
for five more years. This is a major accom-
plishment, and one for which director Chris 
Paola, co-director Efi Foufoula-Georgiou, 
and all NCED researchers and staff deserve 
our sincere congratulations. 

Together, SAFL and NCED have a clear vi-
sion to provide national leadership in the vital areas of sustain-
able stream and landscape restoration. To implement this vision, 
the lab has recently signed the contract to begin construction of 
the Outdoor StreamLab. Designed for unprecedented geomor-
phological and river restoration research, the facility is on track 
for its first project to begin this spring. 

With these and other strategic initiatives in the planning stages, 
this seemed an appropriate time to establish an external aca-
demic review board for the lab. World leaders from academe 
and industry, the board members will visit SAFL this fall to 
advise us on sustaining our academic excellence and leadership 
while ensuring our financial security in the years to come. 

By the time you read this issue of the SAFL Channel the year 
2008 will be just around the corner, marking the 70th anniver-
sary of the Laboratory. To celebrate this major milestone and 
highlight SAFL’s significance in current environmental and en-
ergy issues, we will be hosting a fluid mechanics symposium on 
May 20. As part of the Inaugural Conference of the Engineer-
ing Mechanics Institute, this event will feature several speakers 
who are experts in fluid mechanics areas aligned with SAFL’s 
major research thrusts (details on p. 3). 

Despite SAFL’s advanced years, the lab continues to grow— 
this year we welcomed a new research associate, six new post-
docs, and several new graduate and undergraduate students. 
And research is booming, with major updates to the wind tunnel 
(“New Horizon for Wind Tunnel” p. 8), and one of the largest 
hydraulic structure models built at the lab (“Bigger and Better” 
p. 12).

Obviously, our age hasn’t slowed us down, and we hope you’ll 
enjoy reading about it in this issue of the SAFL Channel.
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The St. Anthony Falls Laboratory is a research unit of the University 
of Minnesota’s Institute of Technology in the Department of Civil 
Engineering. The laboratory is also closely affiliated with the 
Department of Geology and Geophysics, and the Department of 
Ecology, Evolution, and Behavior.
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Photo courtesy of John Holmgren.

—Fotis Sotiropoulos
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The vision of the ASCE Engineering Mechanics In-
stitute is to be a premier organization represent-
ing engineering mechanics by effectively serving 
the needs of the worldwide engineering mechan-

ics community and promoting both research and applica-
tion of scientific and mathematical principles to address a 
broad spectrum of existing and emerging engineering and 
societal problems.

It is in this vein that the Inaugural International Conference 
of the Engineering Mechanics Institute (EM08) will be held 
in Minneapolis on May 18-21, 2008. EM08 will provide a 
major forum for the exchange of information and discus-
sion of recent developments in, and applications of, solid 
and fluid mechanics. Technical sessions will highlight and 
promote new thrusts and innovative developments in the 
field regardless of the discipline that inspired them. Fur-
thermore, EM08 will provide a forum for engineers, plan-
ners, industry representatives, citizen groups, public offi-
cials, students, and others to promote the interdependence 

of engineering mechanics. This forum will help cultivate an 
environment that allows for the anticipation of, and ad-
aptation to new challenges that engineers face, thereby 
facilitating professional growth to ensure these challenges 
are met.

In addition, a one-day symposium will be organized as 
part of EM08 to commemorate the St. Anthony Falls Lab-
oratory’s 70th anniversary, celebrate its rich history, and 
underscore the relevance and significance of such a unique 
interdisciplinary research facility in the face of the ma-
jor environmental, water resources, and energy challenges 
confronting society today. The symposium will be hosted at 
SAFL and will feature several invited distinguished speak-
ers who are world leaders in areas that are topics of ac-
tive fluid mechanics research in the laboratory.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE SYMPOSIUM & PARTICIPA-
TION OPPORTUNITIES, VISIT THE CONFERENCE WEBSITE: 

www.cce.umn.edu/conferences/em08

Invited symposium speakers: 

William George, Chalmers University of Technology
Joseph Katz, The Johns Hopkins University
Stephen Monismith, Stanford University
Gary Parker, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
Marc Parlange, Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne
Wolfgang Rodi, Universität Karlsruhe

Inaugural International Conference of the Engineering Mechanics Institute (EM08) 
Department of Civil Engineering

University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

May 18-21, 2008

SAFL 70th Anniversary Symposium 
May 20
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announcements

honors & awards  
Liam Rienhardt, Matthew Wolinsky, Caitlin Huyck Orr, 
Michal Tal, Nikki Strong, Jane Staiger, and Doug Jerol-
mack, SAFL and NCED (current and former) postdoctoral 
research associates, collectively won the 2008 Meeting of 
Young Researchers in Earth Sciences (MYRES) conference 
competition. Their proposal, Dynamic Interactions of Life 
and its Landscape, will be the theme of this upcoming con-
ference. MYRES 2008 will be held at Tulane University, 
New Orleans, from May 20 to May 23, 2008.

Director Fotis Sotiropoulos gave the keynote lecture, Vi-
sualizing Coherent Vortices in Simulated Engineering and 
Biological Flows: From Rings and Hairpins to Horseshoes 
and Worms, at the 9th Asian Symposium on Visualization 
(9ASV), Hong Kong, China, June 4-8, 2007.

Omar Abdul Aziz, SAFL graduate student, received a U of 
M Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship for 2007-08.

Shahram (Shane) Missaghi, SAFL graduate student, has 
been awarded a WRS Block Grant and the Butler and Jessen 
Fellowship Award for travel to Perth, Australia, to learn lake 
dynamics models in January, 2008.

news
>>  Distinguished Seminar Speaker Series at SAFL
Oct. 10:   Dr. Morteza (Mory) Gharib, Hans W. Liepmann Professor of Aeronautics and Professor of Bioengineering,   
                California Institute of Technology, Berkeley
                Studies of a valveless impedance driven pump: Lessons learned from nature
Oct. 17:   Dr. Paul Webb, Professor, School of Natural Resources and Environment, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
                Swimming in an unsteady world
Oct. 31:   Straub Award Seminar: Dr. Michael MacWilliams (recipient), Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA 
                Keynote speaker: Dr. Aris Georgakakos, Professor and Director, Georgia Water Resources Institute, Civil &          
                Environmental Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta
                Decision support for water resources planning and management under uncertainty
Nov. 7:   Barr Engineering Distinguished Seminar: Dr. Robert J. Conzemius, WindLogics, Inc., Grand Rapids, MN
               Using large eddy simulations to improve wind energy resource assessments and forecasts

In Other News

SAFL was featured in the June 2007 The Rake 
magazine, whose staff also filmed a video tour (led 
by Karen Campbell) available via their website: 
www.rakemag.com. 

Natural disaster demonstrations filmed at SAFL 
appeared in a Naked Science National Geographic 
special entitled “Ring of Fire,” which aired in Aug. 
and Oct. 2007. 

An article featuring SAFL’s applied research 
appeared in “The Art of Testing” in this summer’s 
Stormwater: The Journal for Surface Water Quality 
Professionals.

A new high-definition IT Prospective Student Video 
(released Oct, 2007) features SAFL’s wind tunnel 
and recent Marmot Dam removal model.

Prof. John Gulliver spoke to an audience of students 
and science fans about river dams and their affects 
on the freshwater salmon population at a recent 
Cafe Scientifique salon. The event was covered Oct. 
12 by Minnesota Public Radio and can be heard at 
www.mpr.org.

>> Professor John Gulliver, in association with Ray Ho-
zalski, Omid Mohseni, Andy Erickson, Pete Weiss, John 
Nieber and three graduate students has recently completed 
the on-line manual, Assessment of Stormwater Best Manage-
ment Practices, for the Minnesota Pollution Control Agen-
cy. The manual can be found at the Water Resources Center 
website, http://wrc.umn.edu/outreach/stormwater/bmpas-
sessment/assessmentmanual/.
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Leslie DellAngelo (MS ‘07)
Advisor: Kimberly Hill

Brooke Asleson (MS ‘07)
Advisors: Ray Hozalski, John Gulliver, 

and John Nieber

Jeremiah Jazdzewski (MS ‘07)
Advisors: Miki Hondzo and Bill Arnold

Jon Petersen (MS ‘07)
Advisor: Omid Mohseni

Matt Wilson (MS ‘07)
Advisors: John Gulliver and Omid Mohseni 

Michal Tal (PhD ‘07) 
Advisor: Chris Paola

Rob Stoll (PhD 07)
Advisor: Fernando Porté-Agel

SAFL was featured in the June 2007 The Rake 
magazine, whose staff also filmed a video tour (led 
by Karen Campbell) available via their website: 
www.rakemag.com. 

Natural disaster demonstrations filmed at SAFL 
appeared in a Naked Science National Geographic 
special entitled “Ring of Fire,” which aired in Aug. 
and Oct. 2007. 

An article featuring SAFL’s applied research 
appeared in “The Art of Testing” in this summer’s 
Stormwater: The Journal for Surface Water Quality 
Professionals.

A new high-definition IT Prospective Student Video 
(released Oct, 2007) features SAFL’s wind tunnel 
and recent Marmot Dam removal model.

Prof. John Gulliver spoke to an audience of students 
and science fans about river dams and their affects 
on the freshwater salmon population at a recent 
Cafe Scientifique salon. The event was covered Oct. 
12 by Minnesota Public Radio and can be heard at 
www.mpr.org.

Rebecca Nestingen (MS ‘07)
Advisors: John Gulliver, Ray Hozalski, 

and John Nieber

congrats grads
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What is it that keeps bringing you back to 
visit SAFL? 
The five years my wife Gella and I spent in Minneapolis as 
graduate students have a special place in our lives. We have 
so many fond memories from that period, including the birth 
of all three of our children. We made many good friends 
from inside and outside the University. Visiting Minneapolis 
is like returning to our US roots. 

What was your biggest challenge and/or 
triumph as a graduate student here?  
The biggest challenge was surviving our first Minnesota 
winter! It was good to see during our last visit that things are 
milder nowadays. Running an experiment for an entire week 
nonstop— without having the pump or any other piece of 
equipment break down— was a triumph.   
                
How did your experiences at SAFL influence 
your choice to remain in academia?
They had a major influence. This was not my intention when 
I first arrived at SAFL. The first-class facilities at SAFL and 
the many research activities that were, and are, going on 
helped me realize the impact of academic research on society. 
It is fascinating to be in the midst of such activity and have 
the ability to learn from a colleague, or through the SAFL 
seminars, about brand-new research findings. Furthermore, 
the interaction with the faculty and staff at SAFL makes a big 
difference. Finally, I was fortunate to have Gary Parker as my 
advisor. His incessant curiosity and infectious enthusiasm 
provided an excellent example to follow. 

How do you feel the field of fluid 
mechanics has changed in your lifetime?
A better understanding of fluid mechanics has taken a great 
deal of empiricism out of the way. The emphasis on a variety 
of subjects, such as sediment transport, stream restoration, 

SAFL graduation year: 1986 
Degrees: MS and PhD (Civil Engineering), 
SAFL/UMN
Advisor: Gary Parker 
PhD Thesis title: “The Mechanics of Fines 
Retention in Gravel Bed Streams”
MS Thesis title: “Self-Formed Straight 
Channel Characteristics with Bedload 
Only” 

Panayiotis (Panos) Diplas is the founding director of the 
K.S. Baker Environmental Hydraulics Laboratory (www.
hydraulicslab.cee.vt.edu/) and professor of civil and 
environmental engineering in the Environmental and Water 
Resources Engineering program at Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University. Since receiving his PhD from 
SAFL, Professor Diplas has visited the lab several times. 
Most recently he returned to the lab as the J.S. Braun/
Braun Intertec Visiting Faculty from February to June 
2007. While here, he presented two special seminars: “The 
role of turbulence on the initiation of sediment movement” 
and “Modeling and quantifying flow patterns of biological 
importance for stream restoration studies.”

EXPERTISE:  Environmental and fluvial hydraulics; river 
mechanics and morphology; gravel-bed stream dynamics; 
stream restoration; bridge scour; movable bed model studies; 
mechanics of two-phase, solid-fluid flow; theoretical and 
experimental fluid mechanics.  

AWARDS: NSF Research Initiation Award, 1989; NSF 
Presidential Young Investigator Award, 1992-1997; 
Certificate of Teaching Excellence, 1993. 

SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Application of two- and three-dimensional computational 
fluid dynamics models to complex ecological stream 
flows, J. of Hydrology, 2007 (in press)
Approach to separate sand from gravel for bedload 
transport calculations in streams with bimodal bed 
materials, J. of Hydraulic Engineering, ASCE, 132(11), 
2006
Applying spatial hydraulic principles to quantify stream 
habitat, River Research and Applications, 22(1), 2006
Integrated decision making for watershed management, 
Monograph No. 21, American Water Resources 
Association, September 2002, p. 386 

SOCIETIES:  ASCE; IAHR; AGU; Technical Chamber of 
Greece. 
 

•

•

•

•

Alumni Spotlight: 
Panos Diplas
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and bridge scour, is gradually shifting towards the need to 
cure the disease rather than simply treat the symptoms. Fluid 
mechanics is increasingly playing a very important role in 
identifying the root cause of a problem and in devising ways 
to remedy it, thus reducing, to a degree, the more traditional 
trial and error approach. 
 
What do you find rewarding about 
combining teaching and research in your 
career? 
The opportunity to interact with both undergraduate and 
graduate students has an invigorating effect, and it provides 
a sense of contribution into somebody else’s life and 
development. Research keeps you humble, though sometimes 
it has the opposite effect. However, making a contribution 
within your research area, by adding a small pebble on a large 
pile of available knowledge, is very gratifying. Working in a 
research university gives you the ability to bring these new 
findings, discovered by you and your colleagues, back to the 
classroom.  
 
What are your thoughts on the 
increasingly interdisciplinary nature of 
fluid mechanics?
Given the many disciplines affected by such phenomena, 
fluid mechanics is by definition interdisciplinary. I believe 
that the computer and internet have facilitated and accelerated 
this process. At the same time, it is very encouraging to see 
the extensive application of fluid mechanics in several new 
areas, like the biomedical field. I make a point in my classes 
to bring applications from diverse phenomena to dispel 
the notion that some students have that a certain result or 
principle is valid only for water, the most common fluid we 
deal with in civil engineering.  
 
Our deepest condolences go out to you 
and your colleagues for the tragedy 
at Virginia Tech last spring. Returning 
to campus this fall, what do you feel is 
the most noticeable change in the VT 
community?
The tragic events of April 16 made us aware of the need 
to reach out to those around us. I believe there is more of 
an effort to build a community that cares and supports your 
fellow coworkers and students.  
 
If you could teach your dream course, or 
design your ideal experiment, what would 
it be? 
A few years ago, together with Dr. Schetz, a colleague 
from the Aerospace and Ocean Engineering Department at 
Virginia Tech, we developed a new senior elective course 
titled Fluid Flows in Nature. The idea behind this course 

is to demonstrate the use of fluid mechanics principles in 
explaining a wide variety of phenomena that we encounter in 
life. We came up with several interesting experiments for this 
class, ranging from the flow around an airfoil to that of the 
drag on a fish determined in a towing tank. Since it was first 
introduced about eight years ago, the course has become very 
popular, attracting about 200 students from all engineering 
disciplines and various science departments. Unfortunately, 
due to the large student enrollment, the hands-on experiments 
have been replaced by demonstration experiments. In the 
process of developing the material for this class, which is 
continuously updated, I learned a great deal about the subject 
myself. This may not be my “dream course,” but the overall 
experience of trying to present something new has been 
challenging and rewarding.

My ideal experiment is like a moving target— it changes 
with time. However, I do hope to carry out an interesting 
experiment in the large flume at SAFL within the next year 
or so.
 
What’s your favorite body of water and 
why? If you could conduct field research 
anywhere in the world, where would it 
be?
The Mediterranean Sea, and its coastline, would be my 
favorite body of water. I was born and raised in Greece and 
thoroughly enjoyed spending time at the beach. Whenever 
we get an opportunity, we visit during the summer. One of the 
highest priorities during these visits is to spend some time at 
the beach; it has a therapeutic effect on us.

I have to admit that my research has been more lab-oriented 
than field work, though recently we have been more heavily 
involved with research in the field, including work on the 
Lower Roanoke River, NC, and the East River in New York 
City.  We have also recently been involved with the behavior 
of ephemeral streams, so field work in an arid area, such as 
Arizona or Israel, would be very desirable.   
 
Do you have any words of advice for 
current or future students?
Take advantage of the many opportunities that arise at SAFL 
and the UMN. This is a world-class facility with top-notch 
researchers. The National Center for Earth-surface Dynamics 
has made the lab a hotbed of research activity. Consider the 
time you spend there as an investment for your future in 
research and/or the profession. 
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Wind Research
OCCUPYING THE ENTIRE FOURTH FLOOR of 
the laboratory, it’s in a quiet and unusually dry por-
tion of the building, tucked away from the obvious 
hustle and bustle of giant sediment bags and run-
ning water. Designed by professor emeritus Cesar 
Farrell and built in 1990, it is the only such tunnel 
in Minnesota, and particularly with its recent physi-
cal enhancements, one of only a handful across the 
world.

Blast From The Past
Although recent upgrades to the wind tunnel im-
ply great prospects for its future, the tunnel’s past 
is equally intriguing. In previous years, the 37.5 m 
closed return loop tunnel has been used to perform 
studies that typically involved the wind engineering 
of large buildings. One such project was the study 
of a proposed bus station for downtown Minneapo-
lis and how the concentrated area of exhaust from 
the buses would affect the street level air quality. 
Yet another study was of the effectiveness of roof 
vents to keep snow out while still exchanging air 
with the outside. In a unique study involving the 
large test section (the 15 m main section is more 
commonly used), SAFL researchers were contract-
ed to conduct wind-loading tests on windows and 
doors by the Andersen Window Company. Utiliz-
ing the 200 hp fan, which can reach speeds of up 
to 100 mph, a study of the Moos Towers and Phil-
lips-Wangensteen building complex was conducted 
to examine the high-speed street level wind gusts 
common to that area. Collaboration with others in 
the U of MN community is common, most nota-
bly a study of pollen transport by researchers in the 
Department of Geology (Professor Emi Ito) and a 
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The SAFL atmospheric 
boundary layer wind 
tunnel is a hidden gem 
amongst research fa-
cilities.

OCCUPYING THE ENTIRE FOURTH FLOOR of 
the laboratory, it’s in a quiet and unusually dry por-
tion of the building, tucked away from the obvious 
hustle and bustle of giant sediment bags and run-
ning water. Designed by professor emeritus Cesar 
Farrell and built in 1990, it is the only such tunnel 
in Minnesota, and particularly with its recent physi-
cal enhancements, one of only a handful across the 
world.

Blast From The Past
Although recent upgrades to the wind tunnel im-
ply great prospects for its future, the tunnel’s past 
is equally intriguing. In previous years, the 37.5 m 
closed return loop tunnel has been used to perform 
studies that typically involved the wind engineering 
of large buildings. One such project was the study 
of a proposed bus station for downtown Minneapo-
lis and how the concentrated area of exhaust from 
the buses would affect the street level air quality. 
Yet another study was of the effectiveness of roof 
vents to keep snow out while still exchanging air 
with the outside. In a unique study involving the 
large test section (the 15 m main section is more 
commonly used), SAFL researchers were contract-
ed to conduct wind-loading tests on windows and 
doors by the Andersen Window Company. Utiliz-
ing the 200 hp fan, which can reach speeds of up 
to 100 mph, a study of the Moos Towers and Phil-
lips-Wangensteen building complex was conducted 
to examine the high-speed street level wind gusts 
common to that area. Collaboration with others in 
the U of MN community is common, most nota-
bly a study of pollen transport by researchers in the 
Department of Geology (Professor Emi Ito) and a 

heat-transfer study of Spotted Owls’ nests by re-
searchers in the Department of Fisheries, Wildlife 
and Conservation Biology (Professor R. Gutierrez). 
Recently, with influx of funding from the National 
Science Foundation (NSF) and NASA, focus has 
shifted from applied projects such as these to stud-
ies with a stronger emphasis on basic research.

“Current” Studies
Current research in the SAFL wind tunnel is con-
ducted under the guidance of McKnight Land-Grant 
Professor Fernando Porté-Agel and his group of 
graduate students and fellows. Their studies focus 
on basic research of turbulent boundary layers and 
land-atmosphere interactions. The goal of this re-
search is to advance the understanding and model-
ing of turbulent transport of heat, water vapor, and 
pollutants in the atmospheric boundary layer. Us-
ing high-resolution turbulence simulations– called 
large-eddy simulations or “LES” – together with 
field and wind tunnel experiments, Professor Porté-
Agel’s group is developing improved models for 
the prediction of atmospheric turbulent flow and 
transport over complex terrain (e.g., topography, 
surface heterogeneity, and urban environments). 
These new models are helping to improve the accu-
racy of numerical predictions of weather, climate, 
air pollution, and wind energy resources.

Wind tunnel experiments have recently been per-
formed using different surfaces such as sandpaper 
and wire-mesh to mimic land-surface roughness 
transitions, like from land to a lake. One such ex-
periment has led graduate student Leonardo Cham-
orro to develop a numerical model that accurately 

ABOVE 
McKnight Land-
Grant Professor 
Fernando Porté-
Agel leads wind 
tunnel research 

at SAFL

LEFT
Graduate 

student Leonardo 
Chamorro (inside 

the tunnel) 
and graduate 

fellow Rob Stoll 
conduct many of 

the wind tunnel 
experiments

Maia Homstad
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predicts, for the first time, the change of wind ve-
locity and surface shear stress downwind of a sur-
face roughness transition. In a synergistic effort be-
tween experimental and modeling approaches, this 
new model was recently implemented and shows 
remarkable performance in large-eddy simulations 
of atmospheric boundary layer flows. Similar ex-
perimental and theoretical developments have also 
allowed PhD graduate Rob Stoll to develop state-
of-the-art sub-grid models for LES. These models 
have been incorporated in the research group’s 
LES computer code, which is run using the parallel 
computing resources at the Minnesota Supercom-
puting Institute. Numerical experiments with this 
LES code performed by Stoll and graduate students 
Feng Wan and Yu-Ting Wu are shedding light on 
how surface temperature and roughness variabil-
ity affect the distribution of wind velocity and air 
temperature over complex natural surfaces (for 
instance over land-lake or snow-vegetation transi-
tions), as well as pollution dispersion in urban en-
vironments.

In the Field
In a collaborative effort with SAFL’s James L. 
Record Professor Heinz Stefan, recent field ex-
periments on frozen lakes, such as Round Lake in 
southwestern Minnesota, have helped the group to 
better quantify the effects of sheltering on lake cir-
culation. Previous studies typically utilized wind 
measurements taken at the nearest National Weath-
er Service monitoring station, often located a few 
miles away, producing results that didn’t reflect the 
effects of the topography around the lake on wind 
and surface shear stress over the lake– and there-

fore on lake circulation. The analysis of these field 
measurements, together with wind tunnel measure-
ments by visiting undergraduate student Angel 
Santiago, are providing advanced understanding of 
how sheltering affects the lake’s surface, ultimately 
leading to more accurate lake circulation models.

Future Directions
One of the biggest challenges for atmospheric mod-
els is the prediction of wind, turbulence, and land-
atmosphere heat exchanges during stratified flow 
conditions, which are typical at nighttime and also 
during the day in cold regions. For example, weath-
er and climate models have computational grid 
cells that are so coarse (a few square kilometers) 
that they cannot “see” and properly capture the ef-
fects of important sub-grid landscape features like 
small lakes or patchiness due to changes in vegeta-
tion and land use. The Twin Cities area, with its nu-
merous scattered urban lakes, is a local example of 
an environment with an extremely heterogeneous 
surface area. Professor Porté-Agel and his research 
group are using their novel computational and ex-
perimental techniques to study how terrains such as 
these affect the movement and temperatures of the 
air above them. 
 
Renewed funding from NASA and NSF paid for a 
major renovation of the wind tunnel completed this 
past October that allows researchers to mimic just 
such an environment. SAFL engineer Jim Tucker 
conducted upgrades to the heating and cooling sys-
tems for the air and the floor of the tunnel’s test 
section, in which the entire test section floor was re-
placed with a series of water-filled aluminum plates 
whose temperatures can be controlled individually. 
This design allows researchers to study for the first 
time the effects of different surface temperature 
patterns on turbulent transport in boundary layers. 
The large temperature gradients required to study 
stratified boundary layers in the tunnel are now 
achieved by the tunnel’s ability to heat and cool the 
air and the floor plates alternately within a 45 de-
gree Celsius range. Future experiments using this 
unique capability will be conducted to study ther-
mal effects on turbulent dispersion of pollutants in 
urban environments. Future planned experiments 
also aim to develop models that will help assess 
wind energy resources and optimally design wind 
turbine farms.

Located on the top 
floor of the lab, the 
wind tunnel is set 
apart from the usual 
damp bustle

FOR MORE INFORMATION see www.safl.umn.edu.
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BELOW 
PIV allows 

detailed 
boundary layer 

measurements

The fundamental studies of turbulent boundary lay-
ers taking place in the SAFL wind tunnel use cut-
ting edge experimental methods, such as hot-wire 
anemometry and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) 
systems. In particular, hot-wire anemometry is used 
to obtain high-frequency point-measurements of 
velocity and temperature, while PIV provides two-
dimensional velocity fields. This state-of-the-art 
measuring technique enables instantaneous, three-
component velocity measurements at very high 
resolutions across a two-dimensional plane. These 
measurements are made by seeding the air flow in 
the wind tunnel with tiny oil droplets that are il-
luminated by pulsing a high-powered laser which 
is spread out into a light sheet. At the same instant 

that the laser sheet is pulsed and the particles are 
illuminated, a high-speed digital camera takes a 
picture of the particles. By comparing two consecu-
tive pictures of the same particles through spatial 
correlation, the velocity field across the plane can 
be determined with high resolution and accuracy. 
The three components of the velocity vector can 
be determined by adding a second camera and ap-
plying stereoscopic principles in the data analysis. 
The detailed information about the structure of the 
turbulence acquired with PIV is used by SAFL re-
searchers to develop turbulence models that can 
provide reliable predictions of turbulent transport 
in environmental flows.

UNIQUE MEASUREMENTS IN THE WIND TUNNEL

LEFT
SAFL researchers are using 

computational resources from  the 
Minnesota Supercomputing Institute 

to simulate turbulent transport 
in environmental systems. For 

example, high resolution, three-
dimensional simulations on turbulent 

transport in the atmospheric 
boundary layer allow researchers 
to unravel the complex interactions 

between turbulent air flow and 
the underlying land surfaces. A 

better understanding of turbulence 
has implications in a myriad of 

environmental applications, ranging 
from predicting weather, climate, air 
pollution, and wind energy resources 

to modeling the behavior of rivers, 
lakes, and oceans.  

Turbulence in Environmental Flows 

SAFL researchers are using computational resources from the Minnesota 
Supercomputing Institute to simulate turbulent transport in environmental systems. For 
example, high-resolution three-dimensional simulations of turbulent transport in the 
atmospheric boundary layer allow researchers to unravel the complex interactions 
between turbulent air flow and the underlying land surfaces. A better understanding of 
turbulence has implications in a myriad of environmental applications, ranging from 
predicting weather, climate, air pollution and wind energy resources, to modeling the 
behavior of rivers, lakes and oceans. 

Source: Fernando Porté-Agel (Interactive animations from large-eddy simulations of the 
atmospheric boundary layer can be found at http://eddycation.safl.umn.edu)

* Figure captions: 

- PIV allows detailed boundary layer measurements 

- [in the figure caption of the top of page 9 we could remove the “McKnight Land-
Grant”]
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The Project
Throughout SAFL’s history, researchers at the 
lab have conducted numerous studies on hydrau-
lic structures, physical models of spillways, still-
ing basins, intakes, and air entrainment processes. 
Recent examples include: the Hydraulic Model 
Study of the Stilling Basin with a Baffled Chute 
(2006), the Hydraulic Model Study of the School 
Street Hydroelectric Plant Louver Fish Bypass 
System (2004), the San Antonio River Tunnel In-
let Physical Model Development and Study (2002), 
and the Wissota Hydro Plant Automatic Spillway 
Gate Study (1988). This October, SAFL engineers 
completed construction on a brand new hydraulic 
structure model— the Folsom Dam auxiliary spill-
way. Prepared for the Sacramento District of the 
US Army of Corps of Engineers and Wreco, a con-
sulting firm in Walnut Creek, California, this is one 
of the largest physical model studies built by SAFL 
(the largest being a 1987 model of the Mississippi 
Lock and Dam No. 2). At a scale of 1:26, the portion 
of the spillway under study measures an impressive 
150 ft, including the head tank. Built above and in-
side the main channel, water enters the model four 
feet below the ceiling of the shop floor. Lead inves-
tigators Omid Mohseni and John Gulliver expect 
a maximum prototype discharge of approximately 
312,000 cfs entering as a 91cfs flow— one of the 
highest ever used in a client-based study. 

History
The actual Folsom Dam is located on the Ameri-
can River, about 20 miles northeast of Sacramento, 
California, and was built in 1950 for flood control, 
water supply, electric power, and recreation. Due 
to changes in land use in the past 60 years, and 
subsequent flood records since the completion of 
the dam, a new assessment of the probable maxi-
mum flood (PMF) has been made which requires 
the design and construction of a new outlet system 
to address dam safety. The new outlet system is an 
auxiliary spillway system that includes a gated con-
trol structure, a 2000 ft long chute with a 2% slope, 
a stepped spillway, and a stilling basin. Scientists 
at SAFL have been hired to focus on the physical 

model study of the entire auxiliary spillway sys-
tem, except the control structure (i.e., the gated 
system at the upstream end of the chute), as this 
has already been studied at the Utah State Univer-
sity Water Resources Laboratory in Logan, Utah.

Objectives
SAFL’s objective for this physical modeling is to 
study the hydraulic conditions under a number of 
flow conditions along the auxiliary spillway sys-
tem, the bulking of the flow along the stepped 
spillway and the performance of the stilling ba-
sin, and if needed, to modify the configuration of 
the stilling basin. The overall goal is to accurately 
simulate the flow conditions along the chute, the 
stepped spillway, and in the stilling basin to as-
sess the performance of the stilling basin under 
different flow conditions and tail water levels.

Testing
During each test, velocities, pressures, and water 
surface levels will be recorded at the specified lo-
cations. In addition, flow conditions along the en-
tire auxiliary spillway system will be documented 
using digital cameras and camcorders. Specific 

Bigger and Better
The Folsom Dam Auxiliary Spillway

Inside the spillway of the Folsom 
Dam model before initial test runsAsst. Engineer Matt Lueker measures sensor depth
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We gratefully acknowledge the following individuals, who have 
generously provided support during this past calendar year.

If you’d like to discuss designating a gift for any purpose, 
please contact Jennifer Clarke at (612) 626-7637 or email 
jclarke@umn.edu.

Thank you donors!

consideration will be given to the stilling basin to 
ensure acceptable operation under all flow condi-
tions and possible tailwater levels. At the end of 
each test, the amount of energy dissipated along 
the system will be estimated using the measured 
data. 

Led by Dick Christopher, the construction was 
completed by the technical staff well before dead-
line. Initial testing of the model is currently un-
derway, and early meetings with Wreco and US 
Army of Corps of Engineers members resulted in 
positive feedback on the project’s progress. Final 
testing is expected to occur this December. 

For more information about other engineering ser-
vices at SAFL, please visit our website at www.
safl.umn.edu.

The Folsom Dam Auxiliary Spillway

Folsom dam model during an initial 67 cfs run

MAIA HOMSTAD contributed to this article
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A CELEBRATION OF THE LIFE OF FRANCIS “FRANK” R. 
SCHIEBE was held June 9 at St. William Catholic Church 

in Durant, Okla. Frank Schiebe, renowned researcher and 
former SAFL scientist, died June 5 of prostate cancer. He 
was 72. 

Schiebe, who was born in Plymouth, Minnesota, graduated 
from Wayzata High School in 1951 and went on to the Uni-
versity of Minnesota, where he received a bachelor’s de-
gree in Electrical Engineering, and master’s and doctorate 
degrees in Civil Engineering. He worked as a scientist at 
SAFL from 1957 to 1973. Shortly after receiving his PhD 
at the University of Minnesota in 1971, Schiebe continued 
his career at the USDA Sedimentation Laboratory in Oxford, 
Miss. until  1980, when he moved to Durant, Okla. as Direc-
tor of the USDA National Water Quality Laboratory. He held 
this position until he retired in 1996.

Frank Schiebe’s professional career covered many disci-
plines. His first training was as an electrical engineer. At 
SAFL, where he was hired as an instrumentation specialist, 
he expanded his interest and knowledge into fluid mechan-
ics and its many applications in hydraulic engineering and 
naval architecture. He designed instrumentation for both 
laboratory and field applications. As a PhD student he be-
came interested in, and took courses in, water quality and 
aquatic biology. He became intrigued by the emerging field 
of remote sensing and satellite imagery, and conducted re-
search on its application to water quality assessment in lakes 
and reservoirs when he worked for the USDA/ARS. Shortly 
before retiring, Schiebe assisted in a cooperative effort with 
the NASA Space Shuttle Endeavor to instrument the world’s 
largest watershed study, working on data collection using in-
struments both in space and on the ground.

Ed Silberman, now Professor Emeritus, acted as his advisor 
both during their work together on cavitation studies, and 
as Schiebe developed his doctoral thesis. Schiebe is remem-
bered as a likable person who always had ideas about the 
projects at hand. One such idea developed into an important 

device, now called the “Schiebe Body,” used to determine 
the likelihood of cavitation in different water tunnels. Its use 
became widespread and contributed to standardizing cavita-
tion behavior in different experimental research facilities. 

Throughout his career, Dr. Schiebe served as an Adjunct 
Professor on the faculties of Oklahoma State University, the 
University of Oklahoma, and the University of Mississippi, 
and served as a co-advisor to more than 100 engineering 
graduate students. The Schiebes remained strong supporters 
of SAFL, providing numerous donations over the years.

After retirement from the USDA, Schiebe started a consult-
ing company and initiated the development of airborne re-
mote sensing technology to assess crop health and growth. 
This has resulted in a commercially marketed method to 
economically observe crop health, diseases, and maturity 
from above. 

In his 50 years as a water resource researcher, Schiebe wrote 
more than 200 papers and made numerous presentations. He 
served on local and national boards and committees, includ-
ing Chairman of the Board of Education for the Diocese of 
Tulsa. Throughout his life he was a busy but relaxed and 
friendly man, balancing research, education, and service, in 
addition to being a father of seven children. 

Frank Schiebe is survived by his wife Margaret, his mother 
Marguerite Schiebe of St. Louis Park, and daughters Kath-
ryn Leggitt, Jean Jonjak, Eileen Chanen, and Emily Allen, 
and sons John, Ben, and Charlie Schiebe.  

Memorials may be made to the Edward Silberman Fellow-
ship Fund. Make checks payable to the University of Min-
nesota Foundation. Indicate “In memory of Frank Schiebe, 
Silberman Fund 7176.” Mail to the U of M Foundation, CM 
3854, PO Box 70870, St. Paul, MN 55170-3854.

Remembering 
Frank Schiebe
Respected researcher, 
teacher, and colleague
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SAFL WELCOMED TWELVE SUMMER INTERNS 
this year who were sponsored through various 
programs but all advised by faculty here at the 
lab. Diversity Director Diana Dalbotten, respon-
sible for NCED’s Undergraduate Summer Intern 
Program (USIP), coordinated many aspects of 
the interns’ various field trips, research projects, 
and final poster session. Professor Kimberly 
Hill was director of this year’s Research Experi-
ence for Undergraduates (REU) program in the 
Mechanics of Complex Materials, and served as 
advisor for two interns (of the eight in that pro-
gram) here at SAFL. Other PIs that served as 
intern advisors this summer were Chris Paola, 
Efi Foufoula-Georgiou, Fernando Porté-Agel, 
and Heinz Stefan, with the assistance of gradu-

ate student mentors. NCED Education Director 
Karen Campbell and Stream Restoration Proj-
ect Manager Jeff Marr were also instrumental 
in advising the students locally and during their 
field work. 

Highlights of this year’s program included a 
field trip on Lake Superior during the first week, 
and a unique field work experience: Five NCED 
interns were assembled into the first “Team 
Marmot” to study the preliminary conditions of 
the Sandy River above and below the Marmot 
Dam before its removal (which they were able 
to observe on-site). Students camped next to 
the Sandy River for three weeks in July while 
they conducted their field research. Prior to this, 
students had the opportunity to do experimental 
runs in a scale model of the dam that was con-

ABOVE 
Summer interns 

Daniela Martinez 
and Viviana Berrios 

measure rock size 
on the Sandy River 
in Oregon, where 

they conducted field 
research relating to 
the removal of the 

Marmot Dam.

LEFT
Summer interns began 

their program with a 
boating field trip on 

Lake Superior.

RIGHT 
Professor Chris Paola 

discusses an intern’s 
research project at the 

final poster session.

Summer Interns Rock

structed at SAFL as part of a project to investi-
gate various aspects of the dam removal. Stu-
dents were advised by NCED PI Peter Wilcock 
(Johns Hopkins University) and his graduate 
student, Chuck Podolak, as well as Dalbotten, 
Campbell, and Marr. At the end of the summer, 
the team compiled a 60-page report on their re-
search, with sections written by each of the stu-
dents on their individual projects. The students 
and their advisors were all extremely enthusi-
astic about the team experience and about the 
research projects. 
 
Final presentations and a poster session wrapped 
up the season, with a wide variety of research 
project topics ranging from salmon spawning to 
geophysics through metallurgy.

MAIA HOMSTAD contributed to this article
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St. Anthony Falls Laboratory
University of Minnesota
2 Third Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, MN 55414
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Graduate 
student Leonardo 
Chamorro makes 

an adjustment 
inside the SAFL 

wind tunnel. See 
page 8 for the 

full story.


